Constructing the future

A science, education, and technology ecosystem.

Constructor refers to any agent or entity that can reliably, repeatedly and effectively perform a task, regardless of its complexity. We train the new generation of constructors: lifelong learners & professionals empowered with the adequate knowledge to solve the world’s greatest challenges.

With its non-profit & for-profit entities that combine a university, research hubs, businesses, consulting services, and incubation, it aims to provide innovative education covering the full learning lifecycle and technology breakthroughs in five fundamental technology trends.

FIVE KEY TECH AREAS

- Machine intelligence
- Quantum technology
- Hybrid reality
- Intelligent materials
- Life engineering

THREE PILLARS IN SYNERGY

Constructor group is an integrated, self-sustainable knowledge ecosystem, combining an extensive education offer, on-site and hybrid research capacities, and commercial operations for our technology breakthroughs. Three pillars operate in synergy and benefit from one another: education, research and business.
DISCOVER THE CONSTRUCTOR ECOSYSTEM

Constructor University
25+ academic programs and PhD in hard & social sciences.

Constructor Learning
The next generation educational partner for digital transformation.

Alemira by Constructor
A digital ecosystem for education and research.

Rolos by Constructor
Accelerate and simplify the research lifecycle.

Constructor Capital
International venture capital firm supporting high-tech startups.

A GLOBAL MULTI-CAMPUS UNIVERSITY

Bremen
Germany

Schaffhausen
Switzerland

Remote
Worldwide

KEY PEOPLE INCLUDE

Dr. Serg Bell
Constructor founder & Chairman of the Board

Artur Ekert
Quantum Physics & Cryptography, University of Oxford

Fabio Pammolli
President of Constructor University

Rino Rappuoli
Chief Scientist & Head External R&D, GSK Vaccines

Konstantin Novoselov
Chairman of the Constructor Board, Nobel Prize in Physics

Prof. Nicolas Gisin
Physicist, professor Applied Physics Dept. University of Geneva

PARTNERS

CONSTRUCTOR BY 2030

Constructor Group
2000+ employees worldwide

$1.5B+ annual revenue

Constructor University
2500+ students on campus

100K online students

Research center
25+ academic chairs